
ΘΕΜΑ 2β. ΛΕΞΙΚΟΓΡΑΜΜΑΤΙΚΗ 

Choose the correct option (A, B or C) for items 21-30. 

21. Malala Yousafzai is an advocate __________ girls’ right to education. Despite difficulties, she keeps fighting to 
break down the barriers that hold girls back and has even won the Nobel Peace Prize for her achievements. 
 A. for B. of C. in 

22. Armed __________ arrows, knives and axes, the indigenous in South America tried to fight against the 
European colonialists, who brought with them guns and canons. The fight was unequal. 
 A. of B. in C. with 

23. Never __________ to New York before. This is why they felt so excited about spending their Christmas 
holidays there. 
 A. they had been B. had they been C. did they go 

24. There's an amazing Egyptian art collection __________ display at the museum at the moment.  
 A. on B. in C. at 

25. “Here __________!” shouted the little boy with excitement. No one could believe that it was finally coming, 
after a delay of an hour and a half.  
 A. is coming the train B. the train comes C. comes the train 

26. The new rehabilitation centre __________ by the mayor next week. Local people are looking forward to its 
opening because there are a lot of elderly people with serious health problems in the town. 
 A. was inaugurated B. will be inaugurated C. will inaugurate 

27.  During his first speech as Prime Minister, Mr. Smith thanked the people who __________ him with their vote 
and analytically presented his strategic programme.  
 A. had trusted B. would trust C. trust  

28.  The news reporter commented that __________ an important discovery had been made in the field of 
paleontology that could shed more light on the evolution theory.  
 A. last week B. previous week C. the previous week 

29.  “How __________ I help you?” my friend, Erlina, asked me. I knew that she really wanted to help me but I felt 
so confused that I didn’t know where to start from. 
 A. may B. can C. ought 

30.  __________ Peter and Anna are attending the conference in Athens this weekend! 
 A. Both B. Neither  C. Either 

 

  



ΘΕΜΑ 3. ΠΑΡΑΓΩΓΗ ΓΡΑΠΤΟΥ ΛΟΓΟΥ 

 

Write an email (120-150 words) to your friend Jane, who likes travelling and shooting videos in the 

places she visits. Inform her about the contest below and suggest that she should take part in it. 

 
 
 

 


